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California welcomes first vaccines as COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations rage. But the thrilling start to what will be the most ambitious immunization campaign in U.S. history was tempered by the raging surge across the country. California averaged more than 30,000 cases a day last.

New stimulus payments are coming to the Bay Area: Here's what’s changed and what hasn’t. But first, here's what has changed, and what hasn't, for stimulus payments: Eligibility requirements: The first and second stimulus payments are technically credits against your 2020 taxes. In either case,

Here's what we know - and what isn't clear. Here's what we know - and don't know - about the travel quarantine orders so far. There are some exemptions, including for medical professionals, first responders, official government purposes, essential;

Kaleb Wesson making case for Warriors' open two-way contract. "I really can only worry about what I can control," Wesson said. From there, all I can do is see what happens. Twitter: @Con_Chron Kaleb Wesson (43) trying for position on a rebound as the Golden State.

The case of Willie Mays' missing HR: Will he get credit for Negro League blast? What if the number jumped to 661? That's what those scouts saw. Only Mays and Greason, the first African.
American pitcher for the St.

An 800-mile firebreak once protected California’s forests from flames. What happened? In response, state and county officials told the bureau that what remained of the road might be useful for public access, but that they did not consider it vital for fire protection. In the usual case it

Giants mailbag: What ‘Farhan guys’ are on market? Best case for fans in 2021? @derekmac79 What do you see for Austin Slater in 2021? @CHilla415 What differences do you see Martinez bringing to the pitching staff? @Wherestheescort Best case scenario for fans in the ballpark in 2021?

What to watch for in Warriors’ season opener vs. Such developments have made it tricky for pundits to predict what the Warriors will do this season. Here are the five biggest questions entering Tuesday’s matchup: What will James Wiseman’s role be?

Enough dead to fill Forest Lawn I recommend the original Forest Lawn, the first of the six Forest Lawn memorial parks, a place sprawling enough to have graves in two cities, Glendale and Los Angeles. An innovator, like so many Golden State
California opens field hospitals to cope with crush of coronavirus cases. Cases and deaths. After weeks of trailing the national surge in cases, California is driving the U.S. numbers. Vaccines. The state received its first 110,000 doses of the newly authorized Moderna vaccine on.

Coronavirus vaccinations begin in Bay Area - S.F. doctor gets the first. San Francisco launched what is bound to be the most ambitious and high-stakes immunization campaign in local history at San Francisco General Hospital, where five frontline health care providers who work.

Bay Area travel: What’s allowed and what’s not under new order. Here’s what we know so far about how local travel in and out of the Bay Area is changing. What is essential travel? What’s happening with hotels, Airbnbs and other lodging?
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